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Our campus was filled with students' laughter and energy kicking off the spring semester last
month. While there were celebrations of new student societies' promotion, we organized the
Green Society Promotion Awards and Recycling Activity to encourage them to adopt sustainable
practices.  

And how did you find the fresh new look of our recycling bins with smiley face images? The
faces are having nature graphic to connect our positive actions with the environment. You now
have the great opportunity to give them new names as HKUST new family members! Joining the
naming competition will have a chance to win the first prize of $300 award. 

With all the happy faces (on bins and around campus), we are continuing the Appreciation
campaign sharing stories of HKUST people who contribute to create a sustainable environment.
We can appreciate sustainability, by thinking big but acting small and treasure the little things
in life. 
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Story of Interests

Sweat Behind Cool Air
Cool air, lighting, functioning computers and printers – they are all supported by
energy. But these resources have a cost. The more energy we use, the more the
University pays, and the more damage from pollution resource depletion we create.
Fortunately we have dedicated professionals working to reduce energy as much as
possible. Read more

Creating a Healthy and Safe Community
We fill our bottles with free clean water on campus, take deep breath of good quality
indoor air and safely conduct research in labs. Behind all these, there are teams of
professionals and dedicated staff from the Health, Safety and Environment Office
who work hard everyday to ensure a clean and safe environment is enjoyed by
all. Read more

Naming Competition-
Smiley Faces Recycling
Bins

Did you notice that our 3-color recycling bins
have a fresh new look? The designs aim to
connect nature (sky, trees and water) with our
positive recycling actions through smiley face
images on particular bins. Give them a name
and JOIN our competition now to win First
prize of cheque award $300. Read more

We have moved!

Did you know that the Sustainability Unit has
moved to a new office space? We are now in
Room 2004, Lift 4. Feel free to drop by and
share your ideas about building a sustainable
campus with us.

Contact Us
Do you have any ideas and views on
building a sustainable HKUST community?
Please feel free to talk to us and share with
us.

Sustainability Unit
Health, Safety and Environment Office



Email : green@ust.hk
Phone : 2358 8227
Website : Green.ust.hk

Greening Societies’ Promotion
Our campus is filled with positive energy and laughter with the student society’s
promotional period kicking off in spring semester. By working with our students
together, the Green Society Promotion Awards and recycling activities engaged them
to organize their events in a sustainable manner, while enjoying the celebration. The
result was not only a reduction of waste at its source, but reusable materials were
also recycled or donated to local charity. Read more
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Sweat Behind Cool Air
 
Cool air, lighting, functioning computers and printers – they are all
supported by energy. But these resources have a cost. The more
energy we use, the more the University pays, and the more damage
from pollution resource depletion we create. Fortunately we have
dedicated  professionals  working  to  reduce  energy  as  much  as
possible.

Imagine how much energy is consumed everyday to give us cool air and a
comfortable  study  environment,  especially  with  the  hot  and  humid  Hong
Kong summers. Fortunately, HKUST is located on the shoreline where we can
use an innovative seawater cooling system as an inexpensive and energy-
efficient approach to providing central air conditioning. Many of us pass by
this interesting facility every day without even noticing it. Hidden behind a
wall in LG5, the chiller plant steadily pumps out enough cooling capacity to
keep our academic building nice  and comfortable  even on the hottest  of
days. That is where the FMO building services team, including Mr Yim Chi
Wah and Mr Lee Jor Chee, do their magic.

As the Work Supervisor, Mr Yim has spent the last 23 years at HKUST. He is
in charge of the maintenance and monitoring the operations of chiller plant,
seawater  pump  house  near  seafront,  and  plant  room  in  LSK  Business
Building. He enjoys the campus view, fresh air and campus facilities of the
library,  swimming  pool  and  gym  room.  He  treasures  his  good  working
relationship with the team. Looking back, he recalled a summer day in more
than 10 years ago when a water pipe was broken that damaged the control
panel  in  seawater  pump house.  Electricity  supply  was  suspended for  the
main campus, and created a terrible crisis. While the rest of the staff and
students  took the day  off,  his  whole  team and workers  from the  power
company worked all day and night non-stop for 24 hours to fix the broken
pipes and get the systems back in order. It was the first time such an urgent
case happened and more protective measures were introduced afterwards.

Mr Lee Jor Chee is a Senior Artisan who also looks after the cooling systems
and  plant  rooms  on  our  campus.  In  the  past  22  years,  he  has  worked
diligently to fix damaged pumps and motors, to clean heat exchangers, and
safeguarding the system so it runs smoothly and produces a continuous flow
of  cool  air  supply.  Compared  with  other  working  places,  he  is  mostly
impressed by HKUST’s big working areas and high safety standards for staff.
He shared that one of his jobs is to clean a screen filter where the seawater
is pumped into the cooling system, meaning he needs to rent a small boat
and spend a full day hanging over the side of the boat to clean the screen.
Once a typhoon unexpectedly approached Hong Kong while he was on the
boat, and he had to scramble to finish the task before being swept away in
the winds. In the lab spaces, he also works with security staff and HSEO
colleagues to support building services needs for ventilation – this is not just
for comfort. Mr Lee recognizes that appropriate ventilation in labs can save
lives,  and  he  takes  that  responsibility  very  seriously.  So,  after  Mr  Lee
completes his work and earns a well-deserved retirement, will he stay away
from HKUST? No, he says; he is already planning to come back to campus to
take pictures and go fishing.

 

Mr Lee Jor Chee, a Senior Artisan, recognizes
that appropriate ventilation in labs can save
lives, and he takes that responsibility very
seriously.

 

We are fortunate to have dedicated
professionals working to reduce energy as
much as possible.

 

As the Work Supervisor, Mr Yim has spent
the last 23 years at HKUST in charge of the
maintenance and monitoring the operations
of chiller plant and other plant rooms.

 

Mr Lee Jor Chee is mostly impressed by
HKUST’s big working areas and high safety
standards for staff.

 



Even though Mr Yim and Mr Lee have sweated and toiled in the plant rooms
for years without complaint, they do remind everyone that wasting even a
little energy is a pity. Just lowering the thermostat by 1°C can actually make
a big difference, and they ask our students to turn off the air conditioning
when they leave classroom so that we can all reduce wastage to save energy
and money.

 

Creating a Health and Safe Community

Warming Our Hall
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Creating a Healthy and Safe Community
 
We fill  our  bottles  with  free  clean  water  on  campus,  take  deep
breath of  good quality  indoor air  and safely  conduct  research in
labs.  Behind  all  these,  there  are  teams  of  professionals  and
dedicated staff from the Health, Safety and Environment Office who
work  hard  everyday  to  ensure  a  clean  and  safe  environment  is
enjoyed by all.

Miss Winnie Huang and Ms Doris Yue are both graduates of HKUST. From
their study through their work here, they enjoy the sea view and equipped
facilities like the swimming pool, gym room and BBQ site. As HSE Specialists,
they have been working in the Health, Safety and Environment (HSEO) for
two years. Miss Huang is responsible for executing the university’s health &
safety  policies.  She  conducts  regular  safety  inspections  in  labs  such  as
checking any incompatible chemicals that can’t be stored together. She also
conducts  risk  assessments  for  experiments  to  identify  any  hazardous
materials.  She  has  been  impressed  by  the  very  helpful  and  passionate
colleagues who come from different backgrounds. Miss Huang believes that
the  annual  fire  drill  exercise  is  a  big  deal  because  it  raises  the  safety
awareness of the whole campus community. The drill is coordinated with the
fire department and includes evacuation exercises and even a mock chemical
spill. We hope these drills will never be real, but the exercises make us more
prepared. She encourages all  of  us to support recycling and live a green
lifestyle.

Ms Doris Yue is in charge of office safety inspections on-campus, as well as
lab and office safety in our off-campus institutes in Shenzhen and Nansha.
For  example,  she measures  dust  and Formaldehyde after  renovations  for
indoor air quality. With the guardians from the Security Office and HSEO, Ms
Yue finds the campus very safe. She shared that every three months, they
have to attend SCBA (self-contained breathing apparatus) course to refresh
how to use these devices to protect themselves in case of chemical spill in a
lab. Ms Yue never expected that she would have the opportunity to learn
how to use SCBA as she saw on TV. As a last note, but an important one,
she asks every community member to take care of their  own safety and
follow lab and office safety procedures. Through better communications and
joining  hands  with  HSEO,  we  can  create  a  safe  and  healthy  community
enjoyed by all.

 

Sweat Behind Cool Air

Best Friend of Plants

 

Professionals and dedicated staff from the
Health, Safety and Environment Office work
hard everyday to ensure a clean and safe
environment is enjoyed by all.

 

Ms Doris Yue asks every community member
to take care of their own safety and follow
lab and office safety procedures.

 

As UST graduate, Miss Winnie Huang
conducts risk assessments for experiments
to identify any hazardous materials.

 

Through better communications and joining
hands with HSEO, we can create a safe and
healthy community enjoyed by all.
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Greening Societies’ Promotion
 
Our campus is filled with positive energy and laughter with the student society’s
promotional period kicking off in spring semester. By working with our students
together,  the  Green Society  Promotion Awards  and recycling activities  engaged
them  to  organize  their  events  in  a  sustainable  manner,  while  enjoying  the
celebration. The result was not only a reduction of waste at its source, but also
over 300 kg of reusable materials were collected for recycling or donation to local
charity.

For the second year, the Sustainability Unit joined hands with the Student’s Union
to organize the Green Society Promotion Competition to reward HKUST student
societies  that  demonstrated  outstanding  sustainable  actions  during  the  society
promotion  period.  Upon  submission  of  green  actions  checklist  and  judging
interviews and assessments, here is the list of winners of Green Society Promotion
Award among 17 participating student societies:

First Prize- International Cuisine Society
Runners up Prizes- Environment Students’ Society, Yo-hoo Club
Prize  for  the  Society  who  excelled  at  using  recycled  materials  –  The
Photographic Society
Prize for most eco-friendly souvenirs - Environment Students’ Society
Prize for most creative eco-friendly promotion – Drama Society
Prize for popular choice (most voted green action photos on Facebook) -
Karate Club

As a new society, International Cuisine Society demonstrated an effective and
eco-friendly  promotion  focusing  on  their  core  mission-  meeting  students  from
different countries through sharing of food. They designed their booth in an open
counter with simple decorations of posters and stick-it notes with messages written
by other students. Winning their marble games could get you the mouth-watering
souvenirs (Food!) as well. They showed that a group can be successful without
printing pamphlets or flyers, and that the entire effort can be done in a (nearly)
zero-waste fashion.

One of the two runner-up prizes went to the Environment Students’ Society
(EVSS).  Instead  of  distributing  sponsored  gifts,  EVSS  chose  broad  beans  with
printed words and graphics for students to grow their own plants and green their
home, which also helped them win the Prize for most eco-friendly souvenirs as
well. Aiming to reduce and recycle waste, their booth was decorated with paper
flowers that were made of free magazine paper waste from the supermarket on
campus and flower decorations from art exhibits. EVSS also promoted their year
plan activities through board displays to minimize their number of printed leaflets.
After the promotional period, they will reuse all the game and decoration materials.

Another  Runner-up  prize  goes  to  Yo-hoo  Club.  Every  year  they  bring  their
members to experience new, exciting and fun outdoor activities. They received the
green  award  with  an  impressive  booth  decoration  made  of  natural  materials,
creating a nature-like zone for students to take a break. If you walk past, you
would be attracted by their counter covered by tree leaves and beautiful  swing

 

The International Cuisine Society
demonstrated an effective and eco-friendly
promotion focusing on their core mission-
meeting students from different countries
through sharing of food.

 

Instead of distributing sponsored gifts, EVSS
chose broad beans with printed words and
graphics for students to grow their own
plants and green their home.

 

Yo-hoo Club received the green award with
an impressive booth decoration made of
natural materials, creating a nature-like zone
for students to take a break.

 



made of  bamboo and strings that  have been reused for many years.  By using
materials of carton boxes, plastic bottles and bamboo, their big decoration can be
easily dismantled for recycling and reuse that reduces impact to our environment.

The other highlighted societies that adopted sustainability principles include the
Photographic  Society  and Drama Society.  The  Photographic  Society  –  the
winner  of  last  year’s  competition – put  on another  good showing by creatively
reusing coffee drink takeaway cartons to make models of cameras, and newspaper
to prepare puzzle games in counter. Since images can tell more than words, the
society  hung up  different  printed photos  from their  members  to  decorate their
booth  showing  colorful  journeys.  Their  big  decoration  was  made  of  recyclable
cardboard without any metal or hard to recycle materials. For the Drama Society,
there  are  three  words  as  their  core  values-  “Create,”  ”Develop”  and  “Initiate.”
Bringing the sharing culture of experiencing drama in every aspect, the society has
found their creative eco-friendly promotion by dressing up and standing up to act,
and introducing a fun beer barrel game with swords to get the students attention
and enjoyment. After all, the most effective and direct way of promotion is through
personal  interaction with  passion.  The  Karate Club  not  only  reusing last  year
leaflets, banner and using white board to put up promotional message, they also
received the most votes from supporters on our Facebook page and so awarded
with the Prize for Popular Choice.

At the end of the promotional period, the Sustainability  Unit also engaged with
many student helpers to assist the societies to dismantle and separate their big
decorations  and  promotional  materials,  into  categories  of  plastic,  paper,
cardboards,  metal,  glass,  wood,  foam  board,  unused  souvenirs  and  food.  The
materials were then sent to different recyclers or donated to local charities. Not
only  reducing  waste,  the  activity  also  raised  the  students’  awareness  of  the
importance of saving resources. In total, over 300 kg of materials were collected
for recycling or donation. 

 

Green Society Promotion Awards

Promotional Period Recycling Activity

The Photographic Society creatively reused
coffee drink takeaway cartons to make
models of cameras and newspaper to
prepare puzzle games in counter, and hung
up different printed photos from their
members to decorate their booth showing
colorful journeys.
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Naming Competition- Smiley Faces Recycling Bins
 
When you came back to  campus  for  the  new semester,  did  you
notice that our 3-color recycling bins have a fresh new look? During
last  semester,  the  Sustainability  Unit  partnered  with  HKUST
Publishing  Technology  Center  to  redesign  the  signage  of  the
recycling bins on campus.

According to a market research conducted last year on students' recycling
behavior, over 90% of students came to HKUST with previous knowledge of
recycling. Half of the students recycle but not regularly. The designs of smiley
faces  on  recycling  bins  aim  to  deliver  a  positive  message  of  "Smart
People...Recycle"  to  encourage  our  students  and  staff  to  take  actions  on
recycling. The designer connects nature (sky, trees and water) with our positive
actions  through  smiley  face  images  on  particular  bins.  Not  only  drawing  the
attention of our campus community, it is hoped that the graphic can reinforce the
belief that recycling makes a difference to the environment.

To make the smiley face images unique to HKUST community and for designing
future  recycling  activity,  you  now  have  the  opportunity  to  enter  a  Naming
Competition of the Smiley Face Images on our Recycling Bins. Please fill
in the online form (click here) by 10 April. Winners will be announced and
informed for prize collection.  

First Prize - Cheque Award $300 
Two Runners Up Prizes - Cheque Award $100 each
Five Merit Prizes - Cheque Award $50 each 

Along with the new look, a new recycling guide was also designed showing the
categories  of  acceptable recyclables.  The guides are posted at  key locations of
recycling bins,  lobbies  of  student  halls  and  staff  quarters,  and public  areas  on
campus. A group of engineering students are also working on updating our Green
UST mobile  app which will  share information of  the recycling bins locations on
campus in the coming months.

It is only by working together, we can build a sustainable campus environment.
Submit your names for the HKUST Smiley Faces now! 

 

What Makes Our Students Recycle?

Did You Fall For The Cute Animals On the New Recycling Bins?

 

 

Our student helpers worked hard to put up
smiley faces on recycling bins around
campus.

 

 




